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Wishing you all a very
Happy New Year and all
the very best for 2016!
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1 a: a cask on shipboard to contain fresh water for a day's use b: a drinking fountain on a ship or at a marine installation
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From the Bridge…
Stephen Middleton, Commodore

Happy New Year!
Happy New Year! Its 2016 and roughly 135 days to launch time, it doesn’t sound so long if you say it fast. In
the December Scuttlebutt we took a look back at some club history. Here, in the New Year, it seems appropriate
to look forward and consider the future of FPYC. There are two items in the 2015 AGM report that are
particularly relevant to this discussion – the membership report and the review of the club reserve funds. You
can find the AGM report in the members section of the website.
We saw a membership drop of 13.5% from 2014 to 2015. This is in-line with an overall decline in the total
number of boats at Fifty-Point. The biggest area of change is in the 25 to 30 foot boats. It appears that fewer
new people are joining the community while more people are retiring from boating. It is too soon to say if this
trend will continue, but for 2015 we have seen a shift in our historic balance between people leaving and new
members joining. If this is a continuing trend, then in order to maintain, let alone grow membership, we will
need to attract a greater percentage of Fifty-Pont Marina boats into the club.
The second relevant item is the club reserve fund. For the past several years we have carried a very healthy
reserve. The question of how much reserve we actually need was raised at the AGM and the board was charged
with evaluating the requirement and coming back to the membership with a recommended amount. We have
completed the evaluation, taking into consideration the programs the club would wish to continue in the event
of a significant reduction in membership, the resulting decrease in revenue, and the actual expenses we would
need to cover. The details will be posted shortly in the member’s section of the website. The conclusion is that
approximately 45% of the current reserve funds can be made available for club use. The next step is to decide
how we want to use the funds.
There are three types of initiative that I believe we should evaluate and compare:
1. Improvements that provide benefits to existing members.
a) Examples include partnering with the marina to repair shelter curtains and replace BBQ’s etc.
2. Improvements or added services that will increase club membership by attracting a greater percentage of
Fifty-Point boaters to the club.
a) At this point we don’t have information about what might attract new members and we are open to
ideas.
b) We do know that a significant portion of current members cite the reciprocal program as a being the
key benefit. So what might those who don’t take advantage of reciprocals find valuable?
3. Programs that attract and develop the “next generation” of boaters.
a) Many clubs run or sponsor youth boating programs. This is a way that yacht clubs around the great
lakes foster future members by passing on the love of boating to the next generation.
b) It has been a good number of years since FPYC sponsored such a program. Since then, the
population in, and the neighborhood around, Fifty-Point have changed. It may be time to reconsider
our role in promoting boating.

...continued
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The board meets again in the last week of January. At that meeting we will compile a range of options for
your consideration. We plan to use a survey format to collect your input prior to preparing a list of recommended projects and a budget estimate. If required (i.e. under our bi-laws), members will be called to vote on
the approval of the board’s recommendations.
Between now and the end of January, I encourage you all to review the AGM report and minutes and the
analysis of the reserve requirements on the FPYC on the website. Look for more information in your inbox at
the end of the month. FPYC is your club and this is your money, make sure you have a say in how it is spent.

Stephen

Coming soon…..
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JOIN YOUR
FPYC FRIENDS
FOR AN AFTERNOON
OF
CURLING
ON

Saturday, February 6, 2016
We will be having a mini bonspiel at the Grimsby Curling Club
on February 6th
If you don’t curl, come out and watch!
We have a limited number of participants,
go to the fpyc.ca
Website and register today!

A Group of Volunteers with the Canadian Coast Guard Auxiliary Dedicated to The Safety of Life on The Waters of South Western Lake Ontario.
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Christine’s Galley
.

Vanilla Custard Squares
This dessert is very light and not too sweet
It is better made the day before so that the graham crackers can soften
Ingredients
Graham Crackers
Vanilla Instant Pudding – make according to instructions
Whip Cream – whipped with no sugar
Icing Sugar (1/2 cup mixed with a little milk to make it runny)
Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chips (melted)
Directions
Line an 8 1/2 x 12 inch pan with graham crackers
Pour vanilla pudding over crackers
Cover pudding with whipped cream
Line up with another layer of graham crackers (to make it easier for cutting later)
Drizzle Icing Sugar mixture over crackers just to cover (you want it to soften the crackers)
Drizzle melted chocolate over top of icing sugar
This is my finished product

I tried to do a variation and made it round. It was more work but looks good!

"If eating cake is wrong, I don’t want to be right”
Gilmore Girls
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TORONTO BOAT SHOW
January 8-18, 2016
Exhibition Place

Off to the Thousand Islands this year?
By Paul Charles
If you are planning to head down the lake to Ganonoque and beyond next summer then you probably
should drop by the GAM booth at the boat show and pick up a copy of their Boat Show 2016 edition.
GAM has always provided great articles and a good list of boats for sale along with places to buy all
those accessories you simply must have but this issue provides an excellent opportunity to get help
with your summer sailing plan.
Mike Searles gives us a day by day ac-count of his first cruising
trip to the Thou-sand Islands. But this description was a little
different as Mike is a dedicated racer who had to be persuaded to
rig the boat for cruising and invite the family dogs along for the
ride. Clearly Mike is now a convert!
Later in the issue Rod Brandon tried to disguise his travelogue
with lots of talk about windlasses but the true story came out cruising the Thousands is a fabulous way to spend your summer
holidays.
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January Race Report
By Garry Cooke

World Sailing Events:
Rowing the Pacific (Solo): John Beeden
A new record has been set recently for rowing
across the Pacific. The Englishman (now a resident
of Burlington, Ont.) set off from San Francisco in
June, and spent 209 days at sea before arriving in
Australia in December 2015.

World Record: Jules Verne Trophy

The current around the world record is held by the sailor Loick Peyron, and his record of 45 days, 13 hours set
in 2012 still stands. This record is now being challenged by two maxi-multi-hull sailing boats; ‘IDEC SPORT’
and ‘SPINDRIFT 2’. At the time of my writing this, they have recently rounded Cape Horn and are returning
home heading north up the Atlantic.
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The Sydney Hobart Race (currently underway at time of writing) is again living up to its reputation as one of
the toughest offshore races in the world. On the first day some 29 boats have retired from the race. What
appears to be a rather interesting fact, is that a large proportion of the retired boats have suffered main sail
damage or failure. Since racing boats do not usually carry spare main sails, the boats soon drop out of contention once a main sail is not available. At the moment two super maxis (approximately 100 ft long) are in first
and second place for line-honours. Both of these boats originate in New York.

Pub Night—Thursday, January 28th at 6:30pm
We will be running a pub night at the end of January at the Judge & Jester in Grimsby.
If you would like to come, please go to the website and indicate if you will be coming so that we can book
seats in the pub back room (or please phone either myself or Paul Charles). Paul Charles will be giving a
presentation on how to take better pictures, particularly regarding the recent photo-contest at FPYC. See you
on January 28th at 6:30pm.
(We are still looking for volunteers for February and March, please give me a call or e-mail me (Garry Cooke,
contact info at the front of the magazine))

Curling Afternoon on Saturday February 6th
We will be running a mini curling bonspiel at the Grimsby Curling club in February.
No experience is required, and we will show players how to release the rocks, and brush etc. If you are
interested please sign up on the sheet on the website or contact me. We only have room for 32 curlers, but
additional spectators can sit and view the activities from the comfortable lounge. The Lounge will be licensed,
so you will be able to have a social drink if required. Some snacks will also be made available
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Contact: D.J. Doug Nixon (905) 537-9426

Ask to join FPYC - Fifty Point Yacht Club
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Photography Seminar at Pub Night
By Paul Charles

The first pub night of the winter will be held at the Judge & Jester on Thursday, January 28th at 6:30 p.m. for
dinner and the seminar will begin at 7:30 p.m. Meals are ordered from the menu with separate bills so you pay
for your own—very simple!
The seminar will be focused on getting the best out of your Android phone, iPhone, tabled, iPad, or even a
real camera! Simple things like resolution, telephoto and a little on composition will be covered and I’ll do
my best to answer your questions.
Looking forward to seeing you, and yes, bring your photographic device, whatever
it may be!
Please let me know if you plan to attend so we can advise the pub at
paulcharles191@gmail.com
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Are you going to the Boat Show?
Here’s a link to tell you everything you need to know…
Toronto Boat Show
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Join Us for Pub Nights!

The first pub night of the season will be on Thursday, January 28th at 6:30 p.m. at the Judge
and Jester in Grimsby.
Paul Charles will be providing a presentation on photography.
We are still looking for speakers for February and March pub nights. If interested give me a call Garry
Cooke a call or e-mail (contact info at the front of Scuttlebutt).
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SAIL
44' Beneteau 44CC- 1996- beautiful 3 stateroom/2 head
centre cockpit layout, in-mast furling, bow thruster.. $125,000
40' Hughes CC -1987- perfect liveaboard cruiser, well
equipped, Volvo diesel, bow thruster $84,900
39' Pearson Yawl-1971- extensive refit, in beautiful condition,
new electrical, plumbing, electronics, bow thruster, lighting
entertainment system, survey 2013
$50,000 US
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------POWER
45' Silverton 453- 2000- beautiful 3 stateroom yacht, perfect for
long term liveaboard comfort. Low hours on twin diesels, bow
& stern thrusters, fully equipped and well maintained...call for
price.
38' Carver Santego 380- 1999- very spacious one floor layout
provides huge living space, large bridge with walkout to foredeck, new canvas, upholstery, well equipped and maintained
$95,900.
37' Trojan 370 express-1994-...........................SOLD..............
36' Sea Ray 360 AC-1984- 2 staterooms/2 heads, hardtop with
newer canvas, low hrs, good condition, good hull
survey……………………………………………$43,900
35' Chris Craft Catalina 350- 1985- ..........SALE PENDING.....
34' Carver Santego 634- 1991- low hours, good condition, new
fridge, new GPS, surveyed 2014...........................$32,900
33' Ontario Yachts Great Lakes 33'-1982..........SOLD.............
31' Sea Ray Sundancer 310-1998- beautiful turnkey express, low hrs,
stern thruster, new canvas, great condition, new survey...$49,900
27' Cadorette Eagle III- 1990- low hrs on twin 454 mags, tri-axle
trailer('06), nice condition, try your offer............. $24,900
24' Maxum 2400 SCR- 2000- nice condition with very low hrs,
air conditioned, newer canvas..........$21,900
24' Rosborough RF-2462003.....................SOLD...................................
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